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Course Title:
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Bio-Inspired Engineering


Also known as
Bionics
Biomimetics
Biognosis
Biomimicry



Learning from nature; the application of methods
and systems found in nature to the study and
design of engineering systems and modern
technology

Goals of this course






Bring inspirations from biology and animal
society to make useful contributions to solving
engineering problems.
To focus on bio-inspired algorithms or
technologies that are related to Artificial
Intelligence and Robotics field.
To address how computer science and robotics
can contribute to a better understanding of
biological systems.

Textbooks


Main books:
Yoseph Bar-Cohen, Cynthia L. Breazeal, Biologically Inspired Intelligent Robots,
SPIE Press, 2003
2. Bar Cohen, BIOMIMETICS-Biologically Inspired Technologies, 2006
3. Eric Bonabeau, Marco Dorigo, Guy Theraulaz, Swarm Intelligence: From Natural
to Artificial Systems, Oxford University Press, 1999
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Additional Reading:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Marco Dorigo and Thomas Stützle, Ant Colony Optimization, The MIT Press,
2004
Maurice Clerc, Particle Swarm Optimization, ISTE Publishing Company, 2006
Abraham,Grosan,Ramos, Swarm Intelligence in Data Mining, Springer, 2006
Parrish, Hamner, Animal Groups in Three Dimensions, Cambridge University
Press, 1997
Ginneken, Collective Behavior & Public Opinion, Lawrence Erlbaum Associates
Publishers, 2003

Grade



50% of the grade will come from the final exam,
50% from the project:
40% literature survey, programming, and simulation
10% final report,




no report = no mark for project !

Additional mark:
Seminar
Paper

Project
Software: Webots® Dynamics simulator
 You have to be familiar with C
programming language
 Being familiar with 3D Graphics, Mobile
Robots, and Graph Theory are
advantages.


Webots™ from Cyberbotics ®

Project for this semester






Build a 3D model of an “interesting” animal in Webots
simulator.
Develop a locomotion algorithm for it using gait tables,
oscillators, or any other manual method. The locomotion
pattern should be close to reality.
Implement an optimization algorithm and derive the
locomotion algorithm/parameters automatically.
Modify a part of the body of the selected animal and
study how this change effects its locomotion pattern.

Lectures (~30, subject to change)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Introduction
Bio-Inspired Sensors
Bio-Inspired Actuators
Bio-Inspired Components and Materials
Bio-Inspired Locomotion
Bio-inspired Controllers
Gait Control
Webots Tutorial 1
Webots Tutorial 2
Artificial Optical Systems
Artificial Skin
Artificial Muscles
Prosthesis, Rehabilitation and Assistive Robotics
Virtual Reality and Tele-presence
Emotion Control
Imitation
Artificial Creatures

Lectures (subject to change)
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

Swarm Intelligence 1: Aggregation, Self-organization, Foraging,
Swarm Intelligence 2: Division Of Labor, Task Division, Nest Building
Swarm Intelligence 3: Cooperative Transport, Traffic Control
Swarm Intelligence 4: Bio Inspired Optimization
Swarm Intelligence 5: Collective Robotics
Swarm Intelligence 6: Control Of Collective Behavior
Swarm Intelligence 7: Modeling Biological Systems
Evolutionary Robotics
Social Networks
Modular Robotic Platforms
Self-Reconfiguration Planning
Nano-Robotics
Bio-Informatics (?)
Data-Mining (?)
Outlook

Characteristics of Living Creatures


Living creatures exhibit impressive
Agility,
Robustness,
Flexibility,
Efficiency,
The ability to learn and adapt as they go
about the complex business of surviving in the
real world

Characteristics of Living Creatures

Agility

Characteristics of Living Creatures

Robustness

Characteristics of Living Creatures

Flexibility

Characteristics of Living Creatures

Efficiency

Characteristics of Living Creatures

Adaptability and Learning

Learning from nature:
How?


How:
Imitation: Imitate certain capabilities found in
nature
The design and function of fins was


Example?

copied from the legs of water creatures
such as the seal, goose, and frog

Inspiration: Augment them with human
ingenuity
Flying was inspired by birds but


Example?

augmented by human developed
capabilities

Learning from nature:
What?
Appearance,
 Functionality,
 Longevity,
 Cognitive, and
 Adaptive processes of biological
creatures


Themes of Biomimetic Design






Virtual Creatures: graphical creatures that model realworld physics and biological characteristics to simulate
lifelike behavior
Real Creatures: robots or complete systems that
operate similarly to biological creatures and possibly
operate autonomously
Hybrid Creatures: components or system elements that
can be either attached to the human body to augment its
operation (potentially used as human implants) or
integrated into machines

Dreams of Robotics


Robots that can:
fly like a dragonfly
adhere to walls like a gecko,
reconfigure its body like an
octopus
process complex 3D images
chemically generate and store
energy
self-grow
self-replicate
self-repair upon injury

Dreams of Robotics


smart fabrics that can:
adapt to the texture,
patterns, and
shape of its surroundings, just as
many animals do in order to
camouflage themselves from
potential danger.



prosthetic implants that may
be interfaced with the human
brain to assist in hearing or
seeing
have more capable prosthetic
limbs for the body

Examples of

Bio-Inspired Devices


Inspired from winged
seeds:
Boomerangs
Gliders,
Helicopter blades, and
Various aerodynamic parts
of aircrafts

Examples of Bio-Inspired Devices

Winged seeds:

Sycamore seeds (Tipuana tipu)

Examples of Bio-Inspired Devices

Winged seeds:

Liana seeds (Alsomitra macrocarpa)

Another example?

Examples of Bio-Inspired Robots

Tumbleweed, bird-cage plant:
mobility using wind

Mars lander

Examples of Bio-Inspired Robots

Entertainment





AIBO (Artificial Intelligence
roBOt)
homonymous with
"companion" in Japanese
manufactured by Sony
Able to:
walk,
"see" its environment via
camera, and
recognize spoken commands
learn and mature based on
external stimuli from their
owner or environment, or from
other AIBOs

AIBO

Examples of Bio-Inspired Robots

Entertainment


Infrared sensor
to interact with other furbies
To be controlled by a standard TV remote control



Photoelectric sensor
allows them to sense darkness




Microphone
Touch sensors on their back and belly
detect petting



Accelerometer
Detects movement or when they are upside down



A single motor
drives a series of cams that move ears, blink eyes, open a
mouth, and a base that raises the furby up and down while
dancing



Two microprocessors
equivalent of the chips in the Commodore 64



Ability to learn
New vocabulary words will arise as time and interaction increase
Goes through four phases in their life, starting with infant where
everything must "apparently" be learned. Learning is more rapid
with a mature furby to educate a younger one.

FURBY

Examples of Bio-Inspired Robots

Entertainment


Can change its facial expression
Smile, laugh, frown utilizing movement in its
lips, cheeks and forehead (allowing the
eyebrows to be raised).





Blink
Suck its thumb and bottle
Hundreds of different baby noises and words
it can randomly combine them.
The longer you play with the doll, the more it
starts to piece sentences together in a
coherent fashion.



Changes its emotion using the Behaviour
Language Operating System
developed by Rodney Brooks of the the MIT
AI Lab and Cog fame.
E.g. if you don't feed it, it gets hungry and
cries. Fed it, then gently rock it to sleep (after
you burp it) and it will stop crying

MY REAL BABY

Examples of Bio-Inspired Robots

Entertainment


camera-based vision system
light detection and navigation



two microphones
binaural hearing



beat detection
allows pleo to dance and listen to music



8 touch sensors
head, chin, shoulders, back, feet



4 foot switches
surface detection




14 force-feedback sensors, one per joint
orientation tilt sensor
body position



infrared mouth sensor
object detection into mouth



infrared transmit and receive
communication with other Pleos



infrared detection
external objects



Processors:
32-bit Atmel ARM 7 microprocessor (main processor)
32-bit NXP ARM 7 sub processor (camera system,
audio input dedicated processor)
four 8-bit processors (low-level motor control)

PLEO

Examples of Bio-Inspired Robots

Education








NOELLE

A pregnant robot!
Used for simulating the process of
giving birth to a baby
Emits realistic pulse rates
Can urinate, breathe and even
undergo bleeding
Can labor for hours and produce a
breach baby or unexpectedly give
birth in a matter of minutes
Ultimately delivers a plastic doll (with
umbilical cord) that can change
colors, from a healthy pink glow to
the deadly blue of oxygen deficiency

Examples of Bio-Inspired Robots

Healthcare









Receptionist robot
welcomes visitors at the entrance
and answers spoken inquiries
1.3 meter
Moves around on two wheels at a
maximum speed of 1.5 km/h
Carries luggage
Takes visitors and patients to their
destinations
Laser-based motion detection
system
Alerts people to obstacles with its
sensors

Robo-Nurse

Examples of Bio-Inspired Robots

Telepresene



A videoconferencing robot
Equipped with
A couple of cameras


to help doctors check on patients
despite not being there physically at the
hospital.

A screen and microphone




to help the joystick-controlled robot
keep in touch with the patient.

It gives the patient a sense of relief as
if the doctor is there in person
could come in handy when the doctor
wants to check out patients in the wee
hours of the morning or
whenever there are any complications
that arise unexpectedly




Is able to circle the bed
Can adjust the position of its two
cameras for a better viewing angle.

Bari-Robot

Examples of Bio-Inspired Robots

Telepresene




Robotic Astronaut
Designed by NASA and
DARPA
Helps humans work and
explore in space:
Side by side with humans
Going where the risks are too
great for people

Robonaut

Telesurgery



Remote surgery
Applications
Training new surgeons
Assisting and training surgeons in
developing countries
Treating injured soldiers on or near
the battlefield
Performing surgical procedures in
space
Collaborating and mentoring during
surgery by surgeons around the globe
Correcting errors or noises from
surgeon’s hand

Examples of Bio-Inspired Robots

Assistive,
Rehabilitation








A robot suit to help older people or those
with disabilities to walk or lift heavy objects
Motor-driven metal "exoskeleton" that you
strap onto your legs to power-assist leg
movements.
A computer in backpack
Wireless network connection
Batteries are on a belt
Control systems to help the wearer stand,
walk and climb stairs
A "bio-cybernic" system




uses bioelectric sensors attached to the skin on
the legs to monitor signals transmitted from the
brain to the muscles
The nerve signals are translated into control
signals for controlling electric motors at the hips
and knees of the exoskeleton

Control of the motors to coordinate their
movements and make a task easier


Weighs 22 kilograms, but helps a person lift
up to 40 kilograms more than they can
manage unaided

HAL

Examples of Bio-Inspired Robots

Realistic Creatures







Reacts with a natural appearance
Air actuators placed at many points of articulation in the
upper body.
Movement in the lower body is limited.
Imitate human-like behavior with slight shifts in position,
head and eye movements and the appearance of
breathing in its chest
Imitate human movements
Facing a person who is wearing reflective dots at key points
on their body.
Tracking the dots with its visual system and computing limb
and joint movements to match what it sees
The motion can then be "learned" by the robot and repeated.








The skin is composed of silicone and appears highly
realistic.
Most of the computer hardware that operates the A.I., are
external to the unit
Can communicate on a rudimentary level with humans by
speaking
Use a combination of "floor sensors and omnidirectional
vision sensors" in order to maintain eye contact with the
speaker
Can respond in limited ways to body language and tone of
voice by changing their own facial expressions, stance
and vocal inflection.

Actroid Repliee

Realistic Creatures




Made in the late 1990's at MIT
Auditory, visual, and proprioceptive
sensors
Demonstrates simulated human
emotion and appearance
various facial expressions
vocalizations, and
Movement



Facial expressions are created
through movements of:
Ears,
Eyebrows,
Eyelids,
Lips,
jaw, and
head.

Kismet

Examples of Bio-Inspired Robots

Realistic Creatures




Collaboration between MIT
and Stan Winston Studio
To create compelling
animatronic characters
Has 69 degrees of freedom
32 of those are in the face!
is not designed to walk
can gesture and is able to
manipulate objects in simple
ways

Leonardo

Examples of Bio-Inspired Robots

Art


In addition to what
Asimo can do:
Can operate
outdoors in icy,
rainy and snowy
conditions
Can lie down and
get back up again
Can put one leg in
front of the other

HRP

